A general theory concerning the prenatal origins of cerebral lateralization in humans.
The origins of cerebral lateralization in humans are traced to the asymmetric prenatal development of the ear and labyrinth. Aural lateralization is hypothesized to result from an asymmetry in craniofacial development, whereas vestibular dominance is traced to the position of the fetus during the final trimester. A right-ear sensitivity advantage may contribute to a left-hemispheric advantage in speech perception and language functions, whereas left-otolithic dominance may independently promote right-sided motoric dominance and a right-hemispheric superiority in most visuospatial functions. The emergence of handedness is linked to the assumption of an upright posture in the early hominids, whereas the failure to develop clear vestibular asymmetry may underlie the poor motoric lateralization found in several neurodevelopmental disorders.